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• A motivating example: for children in elementary school 
Factor Analysis

observed variables: shoe size and reading ability

latent (lurking) variable: age
Q: can we extract information about the latent variable, 

called factor, from the observed variables? If yes, what 
information?

reading ability

shoe size
• Purpose of factor analysis

Z

X Yreduce high dimensional data down to just a few 
representative variables (similar to PCA)

describe the relationship between many variables (as 
captured by the covariance/correlation matrix) by a few 
underlying, but unobservable (latent) variables

Suppose variables can be grouped by their correlation. 
Then, it is conceivable that each group of variables 
represents a single underlying factor. For example,

1st group of variables: test scores in classics, French, English, 
mathematics, and music ⇒ suggest an underlying “intelligence” factor
2nd group of variables representing physical-fitness scores ⇒ might 

correspond to another factor

there exists strong correlation between them
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Note:                                            are unobservable. This distinguishes the 
factor model from the regression model

assume that 

Note: m < p. (otherwise, why bother?) We want m as small as possible.
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assume that 

• Some results of the orthogonal factor model

is called the ith communality, which represents 
the variance shared with the other observed variables via the common factor

is called the ith specific variance, which relates to the variability in Xi
not shared with other variables
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(c.f. PCA) p

i=1 V ar(Xi) =

The covariance are not dependent on the specific factors in any way. The 
common factors account for the relationship (covariance/correlation) 
between the observed variables Xi’s
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Notice that

this “ambiguity” provides the rational for “factor rotations.”

The loading matrix is then rotated, where the rotation is determined by 
some “ease-of-interpretation” criterion 

Reading: Textbook, 9.1, 9.2
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Q: what to estimate?
• Estimation of the factor model

For estimation purpose, we will use the sample covariance matrix S as our 
estimate of the population covariance matrix    . 

. 

Principal Component Approach     . 
Recall: spectral decomposition

(c.f. PCA)
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For this approach, the estimated loadings for a given factor do not change as 
the number of factors increases from m to m+1

Q: how to select the number of common factors, m?


